
Port Triggering Setup on RV120W and
RV220W
 

Objectives
 

Port Triggering is a way to dynamically forward ports to a LAN PC on demand. In this
feature, the gateway remembers the IP address of the computer requesting data, so that
when the requested data returns back through the gateway, it directs back the data to the
proper computer by looking at its IP address and port mapping rules. 
The objective of this document is to set up port triggering on the RV120W and RV220W. 
Note: You can create up to 100 port triggering rules.
  

Applicable Devices
 

• RV120W 
• RV220W
  

Software Version
 

• v1.0.4.17
  

Add / Edit a New Rule to Port Triggering Table
 
Add a New Rule
 

Step 1. Log in to the web configuration utility and choose Firewall > Port Triggering. The 
Port Triggering page opens:
 
 

 
The following fields are displayed:
 

• Name — This displays the user-defined name of the rule.



• Status — This displays the current status of the rule.
 
• Protocol — The Protocol field displays whether the port uses TCP or UDP protocol.
 
• Outgoing Ports — Outgoing Ports field displays the port number or range of port numbers
that triggers this rule when a outgoing connection request is made. If the connection uses
only one port, then both the StartPort and EndPort fields display same values.
 
• Incoming Ports — Incoming Ports field displays port number or range of port numbers
used by remote system that receives the request. If the incoming connection uses only one
port, then both the StartPort and EndPort fields display same values.
 

Step 2. Click Add and the Add/Edit Port Triggering page opens:
 

 
 
Step 3. Enter the name of the triggering rule to be added in the Name field.
 
Step 4. Check the Port Triggering Rule check box to enable the new rule.
 
Step 5. Choose the desired protocol for the new rule from the Protocol drop-down list:
 

• TCP — Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is connection-oriented protocol and
whenever a file/data is sent, it will get delivered unless the connection itself fails. There is
no corruption while transferring a message. This protocol reads data as "stream" with
nothing distinguishing where one packet ends and another begins. TCP can be needed in
cases of World Wide Web, e-mail and File Transfer Protocol (FTP). TCP is more reliable
and makes sure that the packet is transmitted correctly.
 
• UDP — User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is a connectionless protocol and whenever a
file/data is sent, the user does not know if it'll get there or it can also get lost on the way.
Corruptions while transferring data take place too. Packets are sent individually and are
guaranteed to be whole if they arrive at destination, so it is one packet per one read call.
UDP is used in cases of Domain Name System (DNS), streaming media applications or



movies, Voice over IP (VoIP) and online multiplayer games.
 
• Both — This allows you to use both protocols at the same time.
 

Step 6. Enter the starting port number of the triggered range in the Start Port field. Enter the
ending port number of the triggered range in the End Port field. The triggered port range is
the ports used by outgoing traffic.
 
Step 7. The response port range is the ports used by incoming traffic at the gateway. Enter
the starting port number of the response range in the first field. Enter the ending port number
of the response range in the End Port field.
 
Step 8. Click Save to apply changes.
  

Edit a Rule
 

Step 1. Log in to the web configuration utility and choose Firewall > Port Triggering. The 
Port Triggering page opens:
 

 
Step 2. Check the check box of the desired entry.
 

 
Step 3. Click Edit. The Add/Edit Port Triggering page opens:
 



 
Step 4. Enter the name of the triggering rule to be added in the Name field.
 
Step 5. Check the Port Triggering Rule check box to enable the new rule.
 
Step 6. Choose the desired protocol for the new rule from the Protocol drop-down list:
 

• TCP — Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is connection-oriented protocol and
whenever a file/data is sent, it will get delivered unless connection itself fails. There is no
corruption while transferring a message. This protocol reads data as "stream" with nothing
distinguishing where one packet ends and another begins. TCP can be needed in cases of
World Wide Web, e-mail and File Transfer Protocol (FTP). TCP is more reliable and makes
sure that the packet is transmitted correctly.
 
• UDP — User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is a connectionless protocol and whenever a
file/data is sent, the user does not know if it'll get there or it can also get lost on the way.
Corruptions while transferring data take place too. Packets are sent individually and are
guaranteed to be whole if they arrive at destination, so it is one packet per one read call.
UDP is used in cases of Domain Name System (DNS), streaming media applications or
movies, Voice over IP (VoIP) and online multiplayer games.
 
• Both — This allows you to use both protocols at the same time.
 

Step 7. Enter the starting port number of the triggered range in the Start Port field. Enter the
ending port number of the triggered range in the End Port field. The triggered port range is
the ports used by outgoing traffic.
 
Step 8. The response port range is the ports used by incoming traffic at the gateway. Enter
the starting port number of the response range in the first field. Enter the ending port number
of the response range in the End Port field.
 
Step 9. Click Save to apply changes.
 


